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Coachwhip Publications, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.When a famous art-loving millionaire disappeared from a
Bohemian party in the artist quarters of Montparnasse, a number of colorful Parisians began to
devote themselves to suspicious actions of one kind or another. Homer Evans, irresponsible playboy
artist and Bohemian, combines his talents for quick thinking and kiss-stealing in a wild chase for
the murderers through the streets of Paris. Following hot behind is Miriam Leonard, a belle from
Montana whose shapely hand is quite as effective with the revolver as with a loving caress! And then
there is Hjalmar Jansen, strapping Norwegian artist friend of Homer s, ever ready to gird his loins
for any kind of lusty brawl so long as there are women and wine in plenty. Bloodletting and lovemaking are liberally combined with infectious humor in an altogether irresponsible manner, and
readers of The Mysterious Mickey Finn will find in these pages a witty story sprinkled in the classical
manner with the proper number of bodies, some beautifully alive and kicking. . . . I astonished and
delighted myself by reading it. . . . The Mysterious Mickey...
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Reviews
This pdf is very gripping and fascinating. We have read and that i am certain that i am going to going to read once more again in the future. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- B ur nice Cr onin
Basically no words to describe. We have read through and i also am sure that i am going to going to read once more once again later on. You may like just
how the article writer compose this publication.
-- Mr s. Ja ne Q uitz on DDS
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